Describe the Pet
Choose the right words and phrases
that describe the cat.
black

pointy ears

ginger

sharp claws

furry

big paws

scaly

two flippers

whiskers

four legs

spikes

long tail

floppy ears

big wings

Write some sentences to describe the cat.
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Describe the Pet
Choose the right words and phrases
that describe the horse.
white

floppy ears

brown

pointy claws

hairy

round hooves

scaly

four legs

long tail

two wings

fluffy tail

antlers

pointy ears

mane

Write some sentences to describe the horse.
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Describe the Pet
Choose the right words and phrases
that describe the dog.
brown

pointy ears

white

soft paws

furry

smooth fins

fluffy

four legs

big beak

hard shell

wet nose

long tail

floppy ears

spiky tail

Write some sentences to describe the dog.
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Describe the Pet
Choose the right words and phrases
that describe the tortoise.
green body

fuzzy hair

blue body

little claws

brown hair

big hooves

brown shell

two flippers

small head

four legs

huge head

fluffy tail

scaly skin

pointy tail

Write some sentences to describe the tortoise.
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Describe the Pet
Choose the right words and phrases
that describe the rabbit.
black

short ears

white

tiny claws

scaly

big flippers

fluffy

four legs

big beak

hard shell

long whiskers

long tail

tall ears

fluffy tail

Write some sentences to describe the rabbit.
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Describe the Pet
Choose the right words and phrases
that describe the parrot.
green feathers

four legs

brown fur

two legs

pointy beak

long claws

big nose

soft paws

two wings

long tail

hard shell

scaly tail

Write some sentences to describe the parrot.
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Describe the Pet
Choose the right words and phrases
that describe the goldfish.
gold

fluffy tail

blue

swishy tail

scaly

two legs

furry

no legs

smooth fins

black eyes

big wings

green eyes

Write some sentences to describe the goldfish.
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